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ABSTRACT
Name
: Dian Maulidah
Reg. Number : 40300109023
Title
: Digital Culture in Dan Brown’s Novel “Digital Fortress”
(Sociology of Literature Approach)
Consultant I : H. Barsihannor
Consultant II : Syahruni Junaid

This thesis studied about digital culture in Digital Fortress novel by Dan Brown. The
aim of this thesis is to analyze and to describe the social emotional components and the
negative effect of digital culture in the novel.
The writer used descriptive qualitative method and used note taking instrument. The
writer used the theory of digital culture by Charlie Gere and sociology of literature approach
to express and explain social emotional components and the negative effects of digital
culture in the novel, then finding the relation between the context of the novel and the social
condition in current society.
In this thesis, the writer found two social emotional components of digital culture.
They are the protection of personal security and privacy, recognize the threat and how to
face it. The writer also found five negative effects of digital culture. They are deviation in
using digital media, it consumes people live, changes of mindset, patterns of interaction and
activities between people are changed and the last is pressure and competition are increased.
This thesis implicates to make people realize how digital culture has contaminated
life and implicitly formed the perspective in looking at surroundings. Expectantly, this thesis
can stimulate the students of English Literature to learn more about the influence of digital
culture to the contemporary literary works.

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Background

Heber in (Semi, 2006: 28) reveals that literature is writing in the broadest sense.
Generally literature is fiction texts, both poetry and prose whose value depends on the depth
of thought and expression of the soul.
Literature in early is tool for teaching, then means beautiful collection of writings,
both oral and written, with the nature of creativity and imaginative (Ratna, 2007: 458).
From the view of the literary meaning above, the writer concludes that the literature
is the work of thinking, feeling, and human activities creatively, that outlined in oral and
written form, using beautiful language media. The disclosure is the result of seriously
contemplation, so it will have good grade to be enjoyed by readers.
Literature is commonly divided into many kinds of work. One of them is novel.
Reeve (2004: 74) states that “novel have the power to bring us from one place to another,
even in the place that we do not know before, it can bring us from one time to another, bring
us back to the past, through the present time or even moves us to the unknown future. It also
can change our sense feeling from a sense of sadness to sense of happiness. Beside that
novel is a picture or real life and manners, and of the time in which it is written. The
romance, in lofty and elevated language, describe what never happened nor is likely to
happen”.
Based on quotation above, the writer concludes that through the literary work,
especially novel, we can get pleasure and enjoyment and also can learn and understand
about many things in this life. All literary works have a close relationship with social life
conditions, that is why novel can influence the society’s attitude and life, and as the result of
society, the condition can influence the development of the literature which is related to

human life, such as social life and the culture. Novel also connect with many experiences of
life, and that is why the writer take a novel as the object of her research.
Grebsten in (Damono, 1989: 14) states that “literary work cannot be fully understood
when separated from the environment or culture or civilization which had produced it. It
should be studied in the broadest context and not just itself. Every literary work is the result
of the interplay of complex social factors and cultural. Literary work itself is a complex
cultural object. That is mean literary work is not a phenomenon of its own.
Based on quotation above, the writer assumes that literary work presents a picture of
life, and life itself is mostly made up of social reality. In this sense, life includes
relationships between communities, between people, and between the events that occur in
one's mind. Thus, a literary work never departed from social vacuum. It means literary work
written based on society's social lives particularly and tells the cultures that underlying it.
Digital culture is the degree to which our everyday lives are becoming dominated by
digital technology, whether in terms of leisure, work or bureaucracy. This dominance is
reflected in other areas, including the worlds of finance, technology, scientific research,
media and telecommunications. Out of this situation a particular set of cultural responses
has emerged, for example, in art, music, design, film, literature and elsewhere (Charlie Gere,
2008: 11).
Digital culture affects many elements of our lives that seemed to be firm and
constant. Concepts such as community, publicity, personal rights, ownership and value are
beginning to be renewed and changed. The natural environment has always been a key
factor in the development and shaping of communities, this solid foundation seems to be
disappearing into a digital environment.
“Digital Fortress” a novel by Dan Brown is one of techno-thriller novel. The novel
scrutinizes the world of encrypting and decrypting of data and it contains many things about
digital. The novel also explores the theme of government surveillance of electronically

stored information on the private lives of citizens, and the possible civil liberties and ethical
implications using such technology. From this novel, the writer concludes that the story of
this novel is dominated by digital technology which is affect many elements especially
society, and it can be called as digital culture. There are many plot twists and surprises
throughout the story, and a wealth of interesting characters. That is why the writer is
interesting to take this novel as the object of her reserch.
Based on the background above, the writer tries to analyze digital culture in “Digital
Fortress” novel by Dan Brown. The writer will analyze the digital culture by sociology of
literature approach.
B. Problem Statement
Based on the real fact, the writer focused on research questions as follows:
1. What are the social emotional components of digital culture in the novel “Digital Fortress”?
2. What are the effects of digital culture based on the novel?
C. Objective of Research
The objectives of the study can be stated as follows:
1. To find out the social emotional components of digital culture in the novel.
2. To describe the effects of digital culture that found in the novel.
D. Significance of Research
The significances of the study as follows:
1. This research provides beneficial information for everyone who wants to do the next research
relating to this topic as well as provide any references to those who wants to analyze or
discuss novel.
2. The study is expected to give additional knowledge for people who are interested in learning
sociology on literature.

E. Scope of Research

This research, essentially, contains two main analyses. The first is the social
emotional components of digital culture in the novel. The second is the effects of digital
culture based on the novel. Relating to the research questions above, the scope of this
research is limited in form of digital culture in the novel because the novel explained many
things about the research questions. In connecting with the thesis, the writer focuses on
sociological of literary approach and digital culture theory.

CHAPTER II
LITERARY REVIEW
A. Previuos Findings

The writer found there were some previous findings which related and relevant with
this research, as follows;
Deuze (2006) in his article, “Participation, Remediation, Bricolage: Considering
Principal Components of a Digital Culture”. He found that digital culture can be seen as an
emerging set of values, practices and expectations regarding the way people (should) act and
interact within the contemporary network society. Digital culture has emergent properties
with roots both in online and offline phenomena, with links to trends and developments predating the World Wide Web, yet having an immediate impact and particularly changing the
ways in which we use and give meaning to living in an increasingly interconnected, always
on(line) environment. He aimed to identify the principal components of an emerging global
digital culture by using Castells’ theory.
Burton (2012) in his article, “Literature and Digital Culture”. He found that studying
literature in the twenty first century can’t be separated from our digital world. It insights on
how classic works of literature help us to better understand our networked world, and how
the digital age changes and enhances how we read, write about, and research literature. How
literary works are helping us to make sense of digital culture. He aimed to identify the
power of literary works that help people understand digital world by using Trend’s theory.
The similarity to this thesis with the previous findings above is talking about digital
culture. While the difference is this research focused on the object of study. Deuze focused
on identifying the principal components of an emerging global digital culture. Burton
focused on identifying the power of literary works that help people understand digital world,
while the writer focuses on the digital culture in the Dan Brown’s “Digital Fortress” by
using sociology of literature approach.

B.

Culture
1. Definition

Culture refers to the cumulative deposit of knowledge, experience, beliefs, values,
attitudes, meanings, hierarchies, religion, notions of time, roles, spatial relations, concepts of
the universe, and material objects and possessions acquired by a group of people in the
course of generations through individual and group striving (Hofstede, 1997: 43).
According to Hofstede’s definitions above, he aimed to define culture as the
collective programming of the mind which distinguishes the members of one group from
another, which is passed from generation to generation, it is changing all the time because
each generation adds something of its own before passing it on. It is usual that one’s culture
is taken for granted and assumed to be correct because it is the only one, or at least the first,
to be learned. culture is a set of shared and enduring meaning, values, and beliefs that
characterize national, ethnic, or other groups and orient their behaviour.

Culture is the deeper level of basic assumptions and beliefs that are shared by
members of an organization, that operate unconsciously and define in a basic ‘taken for
granted’ fashion an organization's view of its self and its environment (Schein, 1994: 15).
Culture has many definitions, and it affects everything people do in their society
because of their ideas, values, attitudes, and normative or expected patterns of behaviour.
Culture is not genetically inherited, and cannot exist on its own, but is always shared by
members of a society (Hall, 1976: 16).
According to the quotes above the writer conclude that culture is way of life which
was developed by a community to fulfill the basic needs for survival, offspring and organize
social experience. The writer also define that culture is all of thing that transmitted socially
in society including digital technology.
2. Aspects of culture

Aspects of human expression include both material culture and ephemeral elements
(Hicks, 2010: 78). These include:
a.

Language and dialect

b.

Religion

c.

Technology

d.

Cuisine

e.

Aesthetics - art, music, literature, fashion, and architecture

f.

Values, ideology

g.

Social conventions, including norms, taboos, and etiquette

h.

Gender roles

i.

Recreational activities such as festivals and holidays

j.

Commercial practices

k.

Social structure

According to the aspects above, the choosen aspect for this thesis is about aspect of
technology. Hicks (2010: 78) explain that mutual communication (whether through
technology or transportation of people or goods) is an essential activity which maintains the
coherence of a cultural group. This explains why cultural boundaries can follow divisions in
language and geography, why globalization has created larger cultural spheres, and
highlights the role of mass media in defining and maintaining culture. Education and
tradition communicate culture through time.

C. Digital Culture

In this research, the writer used digital culture as the theory and the writer focuses on
components and effects of digital culture.

1. Definition

Digital culture is the sense of rapid change. Everything is of course always changing
all the time. Change appears to be a given of existence, whether it is manifested in the
universal tendency towards entropy, or in the glacially slow drift of evolutionary change.
The only thing that never changes is that everything always changes. Mostly this process of
change is slow enough to be imperceptible, other than in retrospect, or by implication (Gere,
2008: 7).

Digital culture is an innovative cross-disciplinary program that critically investigates
the social and cultural impacts of new digital media technologies (Trend, 2001: 56).

Digital culture is a new complex notion: today digital trends are increasingly
interloping with the world of culture and arts, involving different aspects of convergence of
cultures, media and information technologies, and influencing new forms of communication
(Uzelac and Biserka, 2008: 4).
Digital culture is constantly changing, and those changes have global implications.
It's crucial to study the impact that digital media have on our lives (Williams, 2005: 7).
The internet has become something used by the majority of the population in
advanced economies, that population has brought with it all of the habits, inclinations and
prejudices which are endemic to society as a whole. As a result, much of this early optimism
that the internet would radically change our culture in some sort of knowledge revolution
has begun to fade in light of the realisation that our culture has perhaps transformed the
internet more than vice versa (Miller, 2011: 1).
Williams’ statements about television were a result of research on how television
affected British and American cultures. His statements signify how television was seen to
“change” the world. He states that digital technologies are more than just “technologies”

because the power of television altered all previous forms of media and changed social
relationships. Miller finds similarities with the Internet from the statements that Williams’
listed about television. Miller states that we seem to be rotating in a circle, as in we have
seen all of this before, how television affected our cultural life is very similar to how the
Internet is affecting our lives. Miller ends this section by saying that “the Internet, the Web,
and mobile digital technologies are more than just ‘technologies’,” because he feels that
they are social relations that include technology (Miller, 2011: 57)
The ‘Digital Culture’ is a recent term describing the effects of the rapid drop in cost
and rapid expansion of power of digital devices such as computers and telecommunications.
With the arrival of the digital media, the world was arguably altered and the way that we
think of ourselves and the planet (indeed the universe) has conceivably changed forever. In
particular, digital culture is associated with the speeding up of societal change, causing a
number of technological and social transformations in a surprisingly short amount of time.
As Charlie Gere has put it:
“The possibilities of convergence and integration that digital technology offers has
lead to it to dominant technical developments in media and communications.
Computers are the essential means by which the vast amounts of data that large
techno-scientific projects require are managed and manipulated. The concurrent
development of science, media and capital under the aegis of digital technology
produces a kind of fast-forward effect in which everything appears to take place at
an accelerated rate and to produce a dramatic change in a very short time” (Gere,
2008: 10).
Increased and improved communication across the globe – through satellite
technology, digital television, improved telephone links and the Internet – certainly means
that we are now in touch with people and events internationally with a frequency, speed,
quality and affordability never imaginable in the analogue age. This has seemingly resulted
in an increasing ‘globalization’; that is, the combination of economic, technological, sociocultural and political forces by which the people of the world are gradually becoming
interconnected. Although components of globalization are nothing new, the deployment of

business and capital across borders have continued at an unprecedented pace since the
arrival of New Media (Creeber and Martin, 2009: 5).
During the last twenty years, digital technology has begun to touch on almost every
aspect of our lives. Nowadays most forms of mass media, television, recorded music and
film are produced and even distributed digitally; and these media are beginning to converge
with digital forms, such as the internet, the World Wide Web, and video games, to produce a
seamless digital mediascape. At work we are surrounded by technology, whether in offices
or in supermarkets and factories, where almost every aspect of planning, design, marketing,
production and distribution is monitored or controlled digitally. The writer aims that
nowadays almost society’s activities are affected by technology digital.
2. Components of digital culture

According to Gere (2008: 97) these are the components of digital culture:
a. Cognitive
1) Critical thinking in finding, assessing, and creates a cycle in handling
digital information.
2) Able to evaluate and select software programs to learn or use in a
particular task.
3) Have knowledge of ethical issues, moral, and legal-related online commerce
and reuse information from digital sources (such as copyright and
plagiarism).

b. Social-emotional
1) The protection of personal security and privacy.
As heterogeneous information systems with differing privacy rules are
interconnected and information is shared, policy appliances will be required to
reconcile, enforce and monitor an increasing amount of privacy policy rules

(and laws). There are two categories of technology to address privacy protection
in commercial IT systems: communication and enforcement.
2) Recognizing the threat and how to face it.
Many aspects of the threat—from communication between groups to
recruitment of new members—have been changing, largely due to everdeveloping Internet technology and new possibilities in cyberspace. That is
why domestic law enforcement must adopt a culture of awareness
conducive to maximizing its potential in recognizing the nascent signs of the
threat and domestic radicalization.
3) Ability to use the internet responsibly to communicate, socialize and learn.
Access to technology has been one of the highest priorities in public education.
But access to technology is not enough today. Technology has become an
integral component of our world and is transforming how people think,
communicate, and manage their everyday lives. In order to prepare people for
the new “Digital Age” they must learn how to use technology to its fullest
potential.

3. Features of digital culture

The digital world has many new features, which will be examined below. It is
important to note that none of these features are determined by technology since all of them
are a result of changes in culture. However, we can see a two-way process here: changes in
culture induce technological changes, which then also have an effect on culture (Rab, 2007;
14-18).
a. Interactivity

The digital environment creates the opportunity to increase interactions. In a digital
environment it feels natural that an image or a piece of music is modified or entirely
changed. There is a trend for our online environment to become more personalised with

modules which we are interested in appearing on our homepages and the same information
(e.g. a news item) reaching us in different forms (we can read it online, it can come in a
newsletter, we can receive it in an SMS or read it via an RSS channel), depending on our
choice.
b. Interconnectivity

The electronic devices of the information society give us the feeling of constantly
being connected. We can reach on our mobile phones at any time; when we are sitting in
front of our computers working online, searching for some information or perhaps enjoying
some form of entertainment. We can contact our friends who are online either by speaking
(Skype, etc.) or writing (email) to them, whichever we prefer. Moreover, because of the
convergence of devices and technologies, mobile phones, computers and the Internet are
beginning to merge into one unit, a means of providing a permanent interactive connection.
The possibility of permanent availability and connection change many traditional cultural
patterns ranging from how we use our personal space to how we do our work.
c.

Complexity

Complexity is present at every system level: complex systems can have complex
impacts. Devices we use every day are capable of carrying out complex processes at the
touch of a button; the speech of a highranking politician might make an impact in a stock
market at the other end of the world within minutes.
d. The merging of oral and written communication.

Written records form an integral part of most cultures and are generally one of the
basic means of preserving and disseminating information. It can be seen that in a digital
environment written communication has some characteristics of oral communication as
distinct from those of written records, as we understand them in a classic sense.

e. Speed

All new technology is designed to enhance speed. The first important trend was to
increase the speed of changing locations, while today the main aim is to increase the speed
of information exchange. This acceleration can be felt in our everyday lives, too: letters no
longer take weeks or days to reach their destination but only a few minutes
f. Unpredictability

We live in a world full of uncertainties. In the early stages of computer development
we were certain that this device would always be confined to laboratories. Before the
Internet spread worldwide we thought that this channel of communication would never
become widely popular. Now, only a few decades later, these devices and the opportunities
they offer have a profound impact on our lives.
g. Multitasking

In practice, multitasking means that we can do many things simultaneously. It is
highly characteristic of media consumption, for example. The trend of secondary media
consumption could be seen after the appearance of traditional electronic devices – this
mostly meant background listening to the radio - but more recently television is also often
used in this way.
4. Effects of Digital Culture

According to Gere (2008: 145), these are the effects of digital culture:
The state of society in the globalization era, tend not to be separated with existing
information technology. With the information and communication technology, allows
people in relationships globally. Because the technology is advanced enough at this time, it
allows the public to enter into the international world with ease with the supporting features
of communication. Therefore there will obviously the effect of it, as follows:

a. Positive
1) It brings the world closer.
Humanity is becoming more integrated day by day. People who are at opposite
ends of the planet can talk with each other easily. Its useful in business,
education and friendship.
2) Makes acquiring knowledge much easier.
The Internet is a huge information base. It can be used an effective tool for
acquiring knowledge. All a web user needs to do is to key in queries to search
engines. Users are presented with thousands of search results.
3) Allows people to stay in touch with friends and family that live far away.
Information technology can bring people to stay in touch with friend or family
that live far away by the use of email, social networking sites, chat rooms, etc.
There are infinite opportunities to blog and read the opinions of others. Even it
may not bring people physically closer together.
4) It keeps everyone connected to social and worldly things.
Information can be accessed, stored and distributed at anytime, anywhere with
fast and direct, regularly updated in the form of images, voice, and data over a
variety of network.
5) Ease in the social and society aspects.
Interaction in the form of communication and cooperation can be performed in
any hemisphere. Technology makes everything ease to be connected include
social and society aspects.
b. Negative
1) Deviation in using digital media
Nowadays, many people take the advantage of developments in technology to
do bad things such as theft, robbery, fraud, and support for terrorist act.
2) It consumes people’s live

Digital media often considered as a mirror of event in society and the world,
implying a faithful reflection.
3) Changing of mindset.
Technological advances change the public mindset in dealing with life. Digital
media user often lost in his own world and does not care about the environment.
4) Patterns of interaction and social activity between people are change.
The presence of technology, especially computers in most households from the
upper till middle class have changed the patterns of family and community
interaction. Computers that have been connected to the internet and a variety of
other devices have opened up opportunities for anyone to get in touch with the
outside world.
5) Pressure and competition are increased.
Information technology systems can be used to apply and implement the chosen
strategy and also can be used as a competitive tool for win the competition that
more increased in this globalization era.

Based on explanation above, Gere explain two types of effects of digital culture,
positive and negative effects. The writer only focused on negative effects.

D. Sociology of literature

According to Althusser in (Faruk, 2012: 72 ), sociology of literature is the
knowledge about the nature and development of the society or the literary works of the
critics and historians are mainly expressed by the authors who influenced society status
where it originated, political and social ideology, early slow start condition and its target
audience.
Sociological of literary approach is clearly the relationship between literature and
society, literature is an exspression of society, that literature is an expression of a feeling of

community. It means people have to reflect and express the life (Wellek and Werren, 1990:
110).
The literary work will cover three things, namely the social context of the author,
literature as a mirror of society, and social function of literature. Social context is the author
concerning the social position and its relation to the reading public, including the social
factors that could affect the authors themselves as individuals in addition to influencing the
content of literary works (Watt, 2001: 110).

A literary work can be assessed from various aspects both from the literary work
itself or intrinsic and outside of the literary work or extrinsic and also affect the genetic
aspects of the literary is the origins of literary work, in this case the origin of the author’s
literary works and historical reality behind the born of a literary work (Teeuw, 1984: 53).
This is in line with the opinions expressed by Goldmann in (Faruk, 2003: 31), that there is a
strong correlation or relationship between the form of literary novels with daily relationship
between human beings to commodities in general, or more broadly between human and the
others in society.

Emmanuel (1996: 27) states that “in the sociology of literature, the authors explain
that the novel describes the social conditions prevailing in the community by writing a novel
in which are social critics, so that the reader will be affected by these critics, and to
understand little by little the message implicit in the novel”. The novel not only as a means
of entertainment but also can become a tool of communication indirectly between the author
and reader.

Literature was not born in culture vacuum situation and also literary work is fiction
work that imaginative, the author tried to utilize the social conditions surrounding as the

object of literary work. The presence of literature there are certain missions of an author as a
member of the society who are sensitive to situational touches (Teeuw, 1984: 94).

The approach used to literary work basically there are two approaches, namely
intrinsic and extrinsic approach. The elements are in the adaptation of the contents of
literary works, such as theme, plot, style and characterizations. Whereas extrinsic elements
form of external influences that contained sociology, politics, philosophy, anthropology and
others. This science is supporting the development of literary works.

E. Synopsis

Digital Fortress is a techno-thriller novel written by one of the most exalted author of
America, Dan Brown. The book scrutinizes the world of encrypting & decrypting of
data. NSA (National Security Agency) of US is the organization responsible for the security
of network crimes & does it with the help of invincible code-breaking machine
(TRANSLTR), but the quandary rises when the TRANSLTR encounters a complex and
mysterious code (Digital Fortress) it cannot break. Commander Strathmore( head of NSA)
calls Susan Fletcher(head cryptographer) to crack it. She ascertain that it is an unbreakable
code or a self looping code which is written by Ensie Tankado, a fired employee of NSA
who is displeased with the agency's encroachment into people's privacy. He demands that
the US government admits publicly to having the TRANSLTR. If not, he will release the
code that TRANSLTR can't break, thus making the code breaking machine useless.

Fletcher's fiancee, professor David Becker, is sent to Spain to collect Ensei
Tankado's belongings. Tankado has died from a heart attack, and Becker has to find the
pass-key to unlock the code before someone else does. Susan eventually discovers that the
code is a viral program which is made for breaking the firewall & eating the data-bank of
NSA . Meanwhile, David is trying his level best to find the ring on which the pass-key is
printed defending himself from the attacks which are being made on him. When
TRANSLTR overheats,Strathmore commits suicide by standing next to the machine. Finally
Becker procures the ring and gives it to Susan after returning to US, who decrypts the code
and saves the data-bank of NSA (Brown, 2008).

CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY OF THE RESEARCH
A. Research Method

The method used in this research is descriptive qualitative method. Descriptive
qualitative method is procedure that is used to describe data in the form of words written or
spoken of the people or actors in the novel that can be observed (Glass & Hopkins,
1984:160). This method intends to describe everything that related to digital culture in
Digital Fortress novel by Dan Brown.
B. Source of Data

The source of data in this thesis is the novel of Digital Fortress by Dan Brown. The
novel published in 1998 but the novel occurs several times revised in 2003, 2008, 2013 and
for her research the writer observed the novel in 2008 version. The novel has 128 chapters
with 655 pages. The other references of this research are taking from the articles, books,
journals from library and internet that connected to the title.
C. Instrument of the Research

In this research, the instrument that used by the writer is note taking. Ray (2005; 13)
defines note taking is a method in assembling data required by using note cards to write
down the data findings from source of data. In order to find the data easily, on the note cards
are also completed by number and page where the data found. As guidelines in taking the
note, the writer refers to the components and the effects of digital culture in Dan Brown’s
“Digital Fortress”.

D. Procedures of Data Collection
In collecting data, the writer applied several procedures as follows:
1.

Reading the Digital Fortress novel.

2.

The writer identified all the sentences and utterances in the novel that included as social
emotional components and the effects of digital culture by underlying them in the novel.

3.

The writer taken 7 cards with different colour. They are green and blue cards for the types
of social emotional components of digital culture and white, red, yellow, brown, and
orange cards for the five points of negative effects of digital culture.

4.

The writer writen down the sentences and utterances in the cards including its page and
chapter based on types of social emotional components of digital culture and negative
effects of digital culture by using the 7 cards with different colors.

5.

After all the data have been written down on the cards, the writer arranged the cards based
on colors of the card.

E. Technique of Analyzing Data

In analyzing data, the writer used the theory of digital culture by Charlie Gere (2008)
and also uses sociology of literature approach. The writer used this theory to analyze the
components and the effects of digital culture Digital Fortress novel by Dan Brown.

CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS
This chapter consists of findings and discussions that show the result of the research.
The writer would like to show what have been found from Dan Brown’s Novel “Digital
Fortress”.
A. Findings

In this research, the writer presents the findings based on social emotional
components and negative effects of digital culture in Dan Brown’s Novel “Digital Fortress”.
Firstly, the writer will describe the features of digital culture that connected in the novel as
evidence of this research. Interactivity, all the staff and cryptographer in the NSA and
society are interacts in different form activities. Interconnectivity, the NSA is the security
agency that always need connected to the world activities and means of providing a
permanent interactive connection to how they do their work. Complexity is present at every
system level; TRANSLTR is the evidence of complexity, from none become sophisticated.
Speed, the main aim is to increase the speed of information exchange; the way why
TRANSLTR was created. Unpredictability, before the internet spread worldwide people
thought that this channel of communication would never widely popular; but in fact when
the TRANSLTR was created, someone makes Digital Fortress as protector. Multitasking,
this mostly meant background tapping to the internet-but more recently TRANSLTR is
often used in the NSA. Through data analysis, it was found that there were two types of
components of digital culture, that in each part has three subdivision, and for this research
the writer only focused on components of social-emotional specially the protection of
personal security and privacy and recognize the threat and how to face it. And also it was
found that there were two types of effects of digital culture, positive and negative effects
and for this research the writer only focused on negative effects. All the types of social

emotional components and negative effects of digital culture proposed by Gere (2008) were
found in the novel. Based on that, the writer found that:
1. Social-emotional components

Technology has certainly changed the way we live. It has impacted different facets of
life and redefined living. Undoubtedly, technology plays an important role in every sphere
of life. Several mundane manual tasks can be automated. Also, many complex and critical
processes can be carried out with ease and greater efficiency with the help of modern
technology. This has seemingly resulted in an increasing globalization; that is the
combination of economic, political, and social-emotional forces by which the people of the
world are gradually becoming interconnected.
a. The protection of personal security and privacy.

When technology is more increasingly sophisticated, the users of digital media have
become more assertive in demanding that their personal information be protected and that
they be given greater control over the collection and use of such information. The writer
found that there were some sentences and utterances in the novel that contained about the
component of digital culture; the protection of personal security and privacy, as follow:
1) TRANSLTR was to include programming that called for passwords held in escrow by the
Federal Reserve and the Justice Department in order to decipher a file. This would
prevent the NSA from listening indiscriminately to the personal communications of
law-abiding citizens around the globe (C6: 62/ D1).
2) Ensei Tankado was outraged. This meant the NSA would, in effect, be able to open
everyone’s mail and reseal it without their knowing. It was like having a bug in every
phone in the world. Strathmore attempted to make Tankado see TRANSLTR as a lawenforcement device, but it was no use; Tankado was adamant that it constituted a
gross violation of human rights.(C6: 63/ D2).
3) The oddest thing of all was that Tankado seemed to understand; it was all part of the
intelligence game. He appeared to harbor no anger, only resolve. As security escorted him
away, Tankado spoke his final words to Strathmore with a chilling calm.

“We all have a right to keep secrets,” he’d said. “Someday I’ll see to it we
can.” (C6: 64/ D3).
4) “He called to tell me he was perfecting an algorithm that wrote unbreakable codes. I
didn’t believe him.”

“But why would he tell you about it?” Susan demanded. “Did he want you to buy
it?” “No. It was blackmail.”

Things suddenly began falling into place for Susan. “Of course,” she said, amazed.
“He wanted you to clear his name.”
“No,” Strathmore frowned. “Tankado wanted TRANSLTR.”
(C7: 68/ D4)
5) “Yeah. After I uncovered the Skipjack algorithm, he wrote me—said we were
brothers in the global fight for digital privacy.” Susan could barely contain her
disbelief. Hale knows Tankado personally! She did her best to look uninterested.

Hale went on. “He congratulated me for proving that Skipjack had a back
door—called it a coup for privacy rights of civilians all over the world. You
gotta admit, Susan, the backdoor in Skipjack was an underhanded play.
Reading the world’s E-mail? If you ask me, Strathmore deserved to get
caught.” (C31: 207/ D5)
6) Hale nodded thoughtfully. “Quis custodiet ipsos custodes?”

Susan looked puzzled.
“It’s Latin,” Hale said. “From Satires of Juvenal. It means ‘Who will guard the
guards?’” “I don’t get it,” Susan said. “‘Who will guard the guards?’”
“Yeah. If we’re the guards of society, then who will watch us and make sure
that we’re not dangerous?”
Susan nodded, unsure how to respond.
Hale smiled. “It’s how Tankado signed all his letters to me. It was his favorite
saying.” (C31: 210/ D6)
7) “You think we’re ready for that responsibility? You think anyone is? It’s fucking
shortsighted! You say our government has the people’s best interests at heart? Great! But
what happens when some future government doesn’t have our best interests at
heart! This technology is forever!” (C85: 454/ D7)
8) Hale struggled to get free. He looked Susan in the eye and kept yelling. “How the hell do
civilians defend themselves against a police state when the guy at the top has access
to all their lines of communication? How do they plan a revolt?” (C85: 455/ D8)
9) Susan felt a chill. Unable to abort? But why? She feared she already knew the answer. So
this is Tankado’s revenge? Destroying TRANSLTR! For years Ensei Tankado had wanted
the world to know about TRANSLTR, but no one had believed him. So he’d decided to
destroy the great beast himself. He’d fought to the death for what he believed—the
individual’s right to privacy. (C86: 464/ D9)
10) Susan had read a lot about viruses like this—deadly programs that included a built-in
cure, a secret key that could be used to deactivate them. Tankado never planned to
destroy the NSA databank—he just wanted us go public with TRANSLTR! Then he
would give us the pass-key, so we could stop the virus! (C86: 466-467/ D10)
11) Still, Susan couldn’t believe that Tankado would have allowed this to happen. He was a
pacifist. He didn’t want to wreak destruction; all he wanted was to set the record straight.
This was about TRANSLTR. This was about everyone’s right to keep a secret. This
was about letting the world know that the NSA was listening. Deleting the NSA’s
databank was an act of aggression Susan could not imagine Ensei Tankado committing.
(C86: 468/ D11)

b. Recognizing the threat and how to face it.

Besides the protection of personal security, the writer also found some sentences
and utterances that contained about the component of digital culture; recognize the
threat and how to face it, as follow:
1) TRANSLTR, like all great technological advancements, had been a child of
necessity. During the 1980s, the NSA witnessed a revolution in telecommunications that
would change the world of intelligence reconnaissance forever—public access to the
Internet. More specifically, the arrival of E-mail. (C4: 39/ D12)
2) In reality, intercepting E-mail as it zipped across the Internet was child’s play for the
NSA’s techno-gurus. The Internet was not the new home computer revelation that most
believed. It had been created by the Department of Defense three decades earlier—an
enormous network of computers designed to provide secure government communication
in the event of nuclear war. The eyes and ears of the NSA were old Internet pros.
People conducting illegal business via E-mail quickly learned their secrets were not
as private as they’d thought. The FBI, DEA, IRS, and other U.S. law enforcement
agencies—aided by the NSA’s staff of wily hackers—enjoyed a tidal wave of arrests
and convictions. (C4: 40/ D13)
3) Caught in a virtual intelligence blackout, the NSA passed a top-secret directive that was
endorsed by the President of the United States. Buoyed by federal funds and a carte
blanche to do whatever was necessary to solve the problem, the NSA set out to build
the impossible: the world’s first universal code-breaking machine. Despite the opinion
of many engineers that the newly proposed code-breaking computer was impossible to
build, the NSA lived by its motto: Everything is possible. The impossible just takes
longer. (C4: 42/ D14)
4) “Susan, the existence of Digital Fortress has major implications for the future of this
organization. I have no intention of informing the President behind the director’s
back. We have a crisis, and I’m handling it.” He eyed her thoughtfully. “I am the
deputy director of operations.” A weary smile crept across his face. “And besides, I’m
not alone. I’ve got Susan Fletcher on my team.” (C11: 100/ D15)
5) Reluctantly, the NSA’s Crypto team, led by Commander Strathmore, created an
algorithm they christened Skipjack. Skipjack was presented to Congress for their
approval. Mathematicians from all over the world tested Skipjack and were unanimously
impressed. They reported that it was a strong, untainted algorithm and would make a
superb encryption standard. (C23: 165/ D16)
6) Strathmore faced the Skipjack scandal head-on. He defended his actions vehemently to
Congress. He argued that the public’s craving for privacy would come back to haunt
them. He insisted the public needed someone to watch over them; the public needed
the NSA to break codes in order to keep the peace. Groups like the EFF felt
differently. And they’d been fighting him ever since. (C23:166/ D17)

c. Ability to use the internet responsibly to communicate, socialize and learn.

The writer did not identify about this part. Because, nothing utterances or sentences
that describe in the novel about this part.

2. The negative effects of digital culture
a. Deviation in using digital media.

Digital culture in social life is how someone can make interaction with another people
by use digital media. The negative effect of digital media is the deviation in use it. In this
research, the writer found some sentences and utterances that contained about it, as
following:
1) E-mail

Criminals, terrorists, and spies had grown tired of having their phones tapped
and immediately embraced this new means of global communication. E-mail had
the security of conventional mail and the speed of the telephone. Since the transfers
traveled through underground fiber-optic lines and were never transmitted into the
airwaves, they were entirely intercept-proof—at least that was the perception. (C4: 39/
D18)
2) The Monocle Computer

On the street, the man in wire-rim glasses reached to a tiny device attached to his belt.
The rectangular pack was about the size of a credit card. It was a prototype of
the new Monocle computer. Developed by the U.S. Navy to help technicians record
battery voltages in cramped quarters on submarines, the miniature computer packed a
cellular modem and the newest advances in micro technology. Its visual monitor was
a transparent liquid crystal display, mounted in the left lens of a pair of eye
glasses. The Monocle reflected a whole new age in personal computing; the user
could now look through his data and still interact with the world around him.
(C25: 174/ D19)
The only catch was that Hulohot was deaf; telephone communication was impossible.
Recently Strathmore had arranged for Hulohot to receive the NSA’s newest toy,
the Monocle computer. Strathmore bought himself a SkyPager and programmed it to
the same frequency. From that moment on, his communication with Hulohot was not
only instantaneous but also entirely untraceable. (C96: 517/ D20)
3) The Internet

“That’s not the point!” Susan said, suddenly coming to life. This was her specialty.
“The point is that this is a code. Tankado left us a clue! He’s taunting us, daring
us to figure out the pass-key in time. He’s laying hints just out of our reach!”
(C120: 617/ D21)
Prowling hackers were now appearing from all over the world. The number was
doubling almost every minute. Before long, anyone with a computer—foreign
spies, radicals, terrorists—would have access to all of the U.S. government’s
classified information. (C124: 627/ D22)
b. It consumes people life

The next negative effect of digital culture that found in the novel is it consumes people
life and in this research the writer found some sentences about it, as following:
1) Susan told David about COMINT, the agency’s global reconnaissance division—a mindboggling collection of listening posts, satellites, spies, and wiretaps around the globe.
Thousands of communiqués and conversations were intercepted every day, and they
were all sent to the NSA’s analysts for decryption. The FBI, CIA, and U.S. foreign policy
advisors all depended on the NSA’s intelligence to make their decisions. (C3: 31/ D23)
2) A user could now send E-mail in confidence. Even if the transmission was intercepted,
only those who were given the key could ever decipher it. (C4: 40/ D24)
3) Intelligence gathering had never been easier. Codes intercepted by the NSA entered
TRANSLTR as totally illegible ciphers and were spit out minutes later as perfectly
readable clear text. No more secrets. (C4: 44/ D25)
4) Fontaine decided, out of respect for Strathmore, to do the job himself. He had an invisible
tap installed on Commander Strathmore’s Crypto account—his E-mail, his interoffice
correspondence, his brainstorms, all of it. If Strathmore was going to crack, the
director would see warning signs in his work. (C74: 399/ D26)
a. Changing of mindset

This time we are living in very powerful currents of change. Advances in technologyinformation technology-mainly, people are now undergoing changes in all aspects of life.
The other negative effect of digital culture is change of mindset that the writer also found
some sentences and utterances in her research, as following:
1) “So what are you saying?”

Jabba sighed. “I’m saying Strathmore’s a psycho like the rest of them. But I’m
also saying he loves TRANSLTR more than his own goddamn wife. If there were
a problem, he would have called me.” (C51: 303/ D27)
2) Susan had to admit, ever since hearing about Digital Fortress, she’d felt a certain
academic curiosity to know how Tankado had managed to write it. Its mere existence
contradicted the most fundamental rules of cryptography. Susan eyed the commander.
“You’ll delete the algorithm immediately after we see it?” (C62: 343/ D28)
3) He’d also heard report that Strathmore was working absurd hours and seemed about to crack
under the pressure. Despite differences of opinion with Strathmore on many issues,
Fontaine had always held his deputy director in the highest esteem; Strathmore was a
brilliant man, maybe the best the NSA had. At the same time, ever since the Skipjack
fiasco, Strathmore had been under tremendous stress. It made Fontaine uneasy; the
commander held a lot of keys around the NSA—and Fontaine had an agency to protect.
(C74: 399/ D29)
4) His dreams for Digital Fortress had failed. He could accept that. Susan was all that
mattered now. For the first time in decades, he truly understood that there was more to
life than country and honor. I sacrificed the best years of my life for country and honor.
But what about love? He had deprived himself for far too long. And for what? To watch
some young professor steal away his dreams? Strathmore had nurtured Susan. He was

protected her. He had earned her. And now, at last, he would have her. Susan would seek
shelter in his arms when there was now here else to turn. She would come to him helpless,
wounded by loss, and in time, he would show her that love heals all. Honor. Country.
Love. David Becker was about to die for all three. (C102: 541/ D30)
a. Patterns of interaction and social activity between people are change

Digital culture influence is felt in the current era of globalization. Various changes in
many social activities are briefly described the evidence. In this research, the writer found
some sentences and utterances that included about it, as following:
1) Striding toward them was an enormous black man. Susan had never seen him before. As
he approached, he fixed her with a penetrating stare.

“Who’s this?” he demanded.
“Susan Fletcher,” Brinkerhoff replied.
The enormous man arched his eyebrows. Even sooty and soaked, Susan
Fletcher was more striking than he had imagined. “And the commander?” he
demanded.
Brinkerhoff shook his head.
The man said nothing. He stared off a moment. Then he turned back to Susan.
“Leland Fontaine,” he said, offering her his hand. “Glad you’re okay.”
Susan stared. She’d always known she’d meet the director someday, but this
was not the introduction she’d envisioned.
(C108: 563-564/ D31)
2) Jabba nodded. “Yeah. A pass-key that stops the worm. Simply put, if we admit we
have TRANSLTR, Tankado gives us a kill-code. We type it in and save the
databank. Welcome to digital extortion.” (C109: 569/ D32)
3) Jabba knew the director was right. There were over three thousand ISDN connections
tying into the NSA databank from all over the world. Every day military commanders
accessed up-to-the-instant satellite photos of enemy movement. Lockheed engineers
downloaded compartmentalized blueprints of new weaponry. Field operatives
accessed mission updates. The NSA databank was the backbone of thousands of U.S.
government operations. Shutting it down without warning would cause life-and-death
intelligence blackouts all over the globe. (C110: 573/ D33)
4) The men appeared to be inside a van of some sort. Electronic cabling hung all around
them. The audio connection crackled to life. Suddenly there was background noise.

“Inbound audio,” a technician called from behind them. “Five seconds till
two-way.” (C112: 584/ D34)
5) “Absolutely not!” The man with the buzz cut yelled into the camera. “We have orders!
We report to Director Leland Fontaine and Leland Fontaine only!” Fontaine looked
mildly amused. “You don’t know who I am, do you?” (C113: 585/ D35)
b. Pressure and competition are increased

Competition and pressure on various aspects of life as a consequence of globalization
and the impact of the increased knowledge is direct impact of information and

communication technology. In this research, the writer found some sentences and utterances
that contained about it, as following:
1) Everyone in cryptography knew about the NSA; it was home to the best cryptographic
minds on the planet. Each spring, as the private-sector firms descended on the brightest
new minds in the workforce and offered obscene salaries and stock options, the NSA
watched carefully, selected their targets, and then simply stepped in and doubled the
best standing offer. What the NSA wanted, the NSA bought. Trembling with
anticipation, Susan flew to Washington’s Dulles International Airport where she was met by
an NSA driver, who whisked her off to Fort Meade. (C3: 29/ D36)
2) Its three million processors would all work in parallel—counting upward at blinding
speed, trying every new permutation as they went. The hope was that even codes with
unthinkably colossal pass-keys would not be safe from TRANSLTR’s tenacity. This
multibillion-dollar masterpiece would use the power of parallel processing as well as some
highly classified advances in clear text assessment to guess pass-keys and break codes. (C4:
42-43/ D37)
3) Strathmore shrugged. “Either way, it’s too late now. He’s posted a complimentary copy of
Digital Fortress at his Internet site. Everyone in the world can download it.”

Susan went white. “He what!”
“It’s a publicity stunt. Nothing to worry about. The copy he posted is
encrypted. People can download it, but nobody can open it. It’s ingenious,
really. The source code for Digital Fortress has been encrypted, locked shut.”
(C7: 69/ D38)
4) Susan’s mind was racing—Ensei Tankado wrote a program that creates unbreakable
codes! She could barely grasp the thought.

“Digital Fortress,” Strathmore said. “That’s what he’s calling it. It’s the ultimate
counterintelligence weapon. If this program hits the market, every third grader
with a modem will be able to send codes the NSA can’t break. Our intelligence
will be shot.” (C7: 65/ D39)
5) If the pass-keys were as good as promised, they would unlock the most sought-after product
of the computer age—a totally invulnerable digital encryption algorithm. Numataka could
embed the algorithm in tamper-proof, spray-sealed VSLI chips and mass market them
to world computer manufacturers, governments, industries, and perhaps, even the
darker markets . . . the black market of world terrorists. (C18:132/ D40)
1. Discussion

In this part, the writer analyzed the data that have been found in Dan Brown’s novel
“Digital Fortress”. The writer was as a reader of novel, identified social-emotional
components and negative effects of digital culture based on Gere’s theory.
Based on explanation above, the writer classified three types of social-emotional
components of digital culture and five types of negative effects of digital culture, as
following:

1. Social-emotional components
a. The protection of personal security and privacy

It can be seen the protection of personal security and privacy in Datum 1. Because of
the TRANSLTR is the world’s first universal code-breaking machine, Tankado as the
cryptographer in the NSA hope that when the TRANSLTR project is successful, it would be
used to decipher E-mail only in cases preapproved by the Justice Department. Datum above
describes how important to prevent the NSA from listening indiscriminately to the personal
communications of law-abiding citizens around the globe. In recent culture, the Justice
Department plays an important role in protect the personal privacy in digital media. It also
shows that with the arrival of the digital media, the world was arguably altered and the way
that we think of ourselves and the universe has conceivably changed forever. It means that,
the privacy have to get protection.
Next, Datum 2 demonstrates that be able to open everyone’s mail and reseal it
without their knowing was like having a bug in every phone in the world and means that it
constituted a gross violation of human rights. Many aspects of life now show how better life
with digital technology, but almost people do not know that the government agencies having
a bug in every phone in the world for some importance. Extracting the communications is
really violation. That’s why in Datum 3 Tankado said that everyone has a right to keep
secrets. However, rapid technological changes, the rapid growth of the Internet and the
development of more sophisticated methods of collecting, analyzing, and using personal
information have made privacy a major socio-emotional issue in this research. This datum
illustrates how important the protection of personal security and privacy has to be.
In Datum 4 describes that Tankado finally wrote a program that creates unbreakable
codes, namely Digital Fortress. The program was created for TRANSLTR and because of
the program, the TRANSLTR cannot be activated. Tankado warn Strathmore and blackmail
him to go public and tell the world that the NSA has TRANSLTR. Tankado said if the NSA

admitted that the NSA can read public E-mail, he would destroy Digital Fortress. This
datum shows that the protection of personal security and privacy is really important for
Tankado.
Based on Datum 5. Greg Hale is one of NSA’s Cryptographers. He is a young
programmer from Bell Laboratories. In Skipjack Congress announcement, Greg Hale,
shocked the world by announcing he’d found a back door hidden in the algorithm. Tankado
congratulated Hale for proving that Skipjack had a back door—called it a coup for privacy
rights of civilians all over the world. In this data, Tankado also said to Hale that they were
brothers in the global fight for digital privacy. Hale believed that the backdoor in Skipjack
was an underhanded play and reading the world’s E-mail is deserved to get caught.
The writer explained that the utterances contained in Datum 6. Quote from Satires of
Juvenal, Quis custodiet ipsos custodies? It means ‘Who will guard the guards?’. In this data,
Tankado thought, if the NSA are the guards of society, then who will watch the NSA and
make sure that the NSA are not dangerous? Tankado thought that even the NSA has an
access to guard the society, no one can make it sure that the NSA are not dangerous.
The data show that the sentences and utterances contained in Datum 7 and Datum 8.
In this data, Starthmore as the commander of the NSA want to rewrite digital fortress. Hale
thought that rewrite digital fortress is sick and the NSA did not ready for the responsibility.
He also thought what happens when some future government does not have best interests at
heart. Hale also thought that how do civilians defend themselves against a police state when
the guy at the top has access to all their lines of communication? How do they plan a revolt
when the guy guards them? Hale just tried to convince that everyone have to get their
protection of their personal privacy.

In Datum 9 describes that for years Ensei Tankado had wanted the world to know
about TRANSLTR, but no one had believed him. So he’d decided to destroy the great beast
himself. He’d fought to the death for what he believed—the individual’s right to privacy. So
Tankado revenge to destroy TRANSLTR by created Digital Fortress.
The data that contained in Datum 10 and Datum 11 shows that Tankado created
digital fortress for forcing the NSA to tell the world about TRANSLTR. It was blackmail
after all. Actually, Tankado never planned to destroy the NSA databank because digital
fortress is deadly programs that included a built-in cure, a secret key that could be used to
deactivate the virus. Digital fortress has a pass-key and it was an antidote. The pass-key can
stopped the virus. In this data, Tankado only wanted was to set the record straight. He
thought that, it was about TRANSLTR. It was about everyone’s right to keep a secret. It was
about letting the world know that the NSA was listening and it was about that everyone need
the protection of personal security and privacy.
b. Recognizing the threat and how to face it

The writer explained the sentences and utterances of recognize of the threat that
contained in the novel, as following:
Based on the findings, the writer can explain the sentences that contained in Datum
12 and Datum 13. When the computer users of the world found out the U.S. government
had open access to their E-mail communications, a cry of outrage went up. The
programmers began working on a way to keep E-mail more secure. They quickly found one
and public-key encryption was born. Public-key encryption was a concept as simple as it
was brilliant. It consisted of easy-to-use, home computer software that scrambled personal
E-mail messages in such a way that they were totally unreadable. The NSA felt the crunch
immediately. The codes they were facing were no longer simple substitution ciphers crack
able with pencil and graph paper—they were computer-generated hash functions that

employed chaos theory and multiple symbolic alphabets to scramble messages into
seemingly hopeless randomness. That is why the NSA created TRANSLTR—the single
most expensive piece of computing equipment in the world —and witnessed a revolution in
telecommunications that would change the world of intelligence reconnaissance forever.
The data shows in Datum 14 that When the NSA Caught in a virtual intelligence
blackout. The NSA passed a top-secret directive that was endorsed by the President of the
United States. Five years, half a million man-hours, and $1.9 billion later, the NSA proved it
once again. The world’s first universal code-breaking machine had been born. In this data,
the NSA believed that; Everything is possible. The impossible just takes longer.
From Datum 15 shows The NSA was the only U.S. intelligence organization that
enjoyed total immunity from federal accountability of any sort. When the existence of
Digital Fortress has major implications for the future of the NSA, Trevor Strathmore as a
commander of the NSA do not want informing the threat to the Director. Beside it, Senior
NSA officials had the right to handle verifiable intelligence emergencies without executive
knowledge. So, Strathmore believed that he can handle the threat because as a Commander
of the NSA he had to be a guiding light in a world of impossible decisions.
The writer explained that the sentences contained in Datum 16 and Datum 17. In an
effort to create a single, public-key encryption standard, Congress charged the nation’s best
mathematicians, those at the NSA, to write a new super algorithm. The plan was for
Congress to pass legislation that made the new algorithm the nation’s standard, thus
alleviating the incompatibilities now suffered by corporations that used different algorithms.
The NSA’s Crypto team, led by Commander Strathmore, finally created an algorithm
namely Skipjack. But three days before congress was to vote their certain approval of
Skipjack, a young programmer from Bell Laboratories, Greg Hale, shocked the world by
announcing he’d found a back door hidden in the algorithm. It had come as little surprise

when the NSA hired Greg Hale two days later. In this data, Strathmore felt it was better to
have him on the inside working for the NSA than on the outside working against it.
Strathmore faced the Skipjack scandal head-on. He defended his actions vehemently to
Congress. He argued that the public’s craving for privacy would come back to haunt them.
He insisted the public needed someone to watch over them; the public needed the NSA to
break codes in order to keep the peace.
2. The negative effects of digital culture
a. Deviation in use digital media.

The writer explained the sentences and utterances of the protection of personal
security and privacy that contained in the novel, as following:
1) E-mail

Based on the findings, the writer can explain the sentences that contained in Datum
18. In this data explained that Criminals, terrorists, and spies tried to mishandle digital
media. They embraced E-mail, the new means of global communication for transfer their
black data. They use E-mail because E-mail had the security of conventional mail and the
speed of the telephone. So nobody can intercept them.
2) The Monocle Computer

The data describes in Datum 19 and Datum 20 that the monocle computer before is
Navy to help technicians record battery voltages in cramped quarters on submarines, the
miniature computer packed a cellular modem and the newest advances in microtechnology.
But, someone make it more sophisticated and A user entered information via tiny contacts
fixed to his fingertips; touching the contacts together in sequence mimicked a short hand
similar to court stenography. In this data explained the man that used the monocle computer
namely Hulohot who had been working for the NSA for years was mishandle the monocle
computer for plan a crime.

3) The Internet

In Datum 21 illustrates that because of digital media is becoming more sophisticated,
there more deviation in use it. Tankado created digital fortress with a pass-key that nobody
knows the code. In this data, Tankado left the NSA a clue, he is taunting the NSA, daring
the NSA to figure out the pass-key in time. He is laying hints just out of the NSA reach.
In accordance with the findings, the writer can explain the utterances that contained in
Datum 22. The evidence that the deviation in use digital media is everyone greedy in knows
information. In this data explained that when the pass-key of digital fortress is unbreakable,
prowling hackers were appearing from all over the world. Before long, anyone with a
computer—foreign spies, radicals, terrorists—would have access to all of the U.S.
government’s classified information. The data also shows that the internet makes everyone
interest to mishandle the internet.
b. It consumes people life

The writer explained the sentences and utterances of it consumes people life that
contained in the novel, as following:
In Datum 23 explains the evidence that the effect of digital culture is it consumes
people life. In this globalization era, the digital media is becoming more sophisticated. It
makes many people make interaction in digital media without knowing that they are
intercepted every day. The data given the evidence that COMINT, the agency’s global
reconnaissance division—a mind-boggling collection of listening posts, satellites, spies, and
wiretaps around the globe. Thousands of communication and conversations were intercepted
every day, and they were all sent to the NSA’s analysts for decryption. The FBI, CIA, and
U.S. foreign policy advisors all depended on the NSA’s intelligence to make their decisions.
From Datum 24 and Datum 25 describe that TRANSLTR is the world’s first
universal code-breaking machine. When the TRANSLTR had been born in the NSA the
secrets poured in. Drug lords, terrorists, and embezzlers alike were intercepted without their

knowing. In this data explained that the codes intercepted by the NSA entered TRANSLTR
as totally illegible ciphers and were spit out minutes later as perfectly readable clear text.
Intelligence gathering had never been easier. No more secrets.
Based on Datum 26 shows that in this digital era, all the things are easy to create.
Leland Fontaine as a Director of the NSA had an invisible tap installed on Commander
Strathmore’s Crypto account—his E-mail, his interoffice correspondence, his brainstorms,
all of it. If Strathmore was going to crack, the director would see warning signs in his work.
The data was the evidence that no secrets anymore because digital media can be intercepted
and it consumes people life.
c. Changing of mindset

The writer explained the sentences and utterances of change of mindset that found in
the novel, as following:
The data show that the utterances contained in Datum 27. One of the effect of digital
culture in this life is it can change our mindset. In this data, show that Strathmore as a
commander of the NSA suffering from mental illness. He loves TRANSLTR more than his
wife. He is basically elf-centered. He thought that every damn file is the one that could save
the world.
From Datum 28 and Datum 29 can be seen that when the NSA faces the big problem,
Leland Fontaine had concluded that Strathmore was sick. He is working at 110percent—as
sly, smart, and patriotic as ever.Strathmore had devised plan. A plan Fontaine had no
intention of interrupting. The data show, Strathmore arrange his plan to get digital fortress’
pass-key. He will handle the Sys-Sec lab, Run-Monitor stats, mutation activity stats, the
works. He asks Susan to handle Node 3. Delete all of Hale’s E-mail. Any records of
correspondence with Tankado, anything that mentions Digital Fortress. The plan is for
repair his name and for crack to open the file and have to look at Tankado’s program. The

data explained that unlocking the Digital Fortress algorithm was not wise, regard less of
how interesting it would be. But, Strathmore still want to open it.
The writer explained that the sentences contained in Datum 30. the data show that
TRANSLTR changed Strathmore’s mind. He sacrificed the best years of his life for country
and honor. He also has been killed David Becker because his selfishness in love Susan. The
data also show that Strathmore sacrificed his country, honor and love to get back
TRANSLTR.
d. Patterns of interaction and social activities between people are change.

The writer explained the sentences and utterances of the patterns of interaction and
social activities between people are change that found in the novel, as following
In Datum 31, the data explained that when Susan arrived in one place. Striding
toward them was an enormous black man and it was Leland Fontaine. Susan had never seen
him before. As he approached, he fixed her with a penetrating stare. He demanded about the
name of the woman in front of him and Susan also introduce herself to the Director Leland
Fontaine. In this data show that digital media was change the patterns of interaction and
social activities between Leland Fontaine and Susan Fletcher that work in NSA but never
met by face to face before.
From Datum 32 illustrates that Tankado has been announced on the internet about
digital fortress and sell the pass-key on it. Jabba said that when the NSA admitted that it has
TRANSLTR, Tankado gives the NSA a kill-code. The NSA can type it in and save the
databank. This called the digital extortion. The data gave the evidence that now we can buy
anything by using digital media. this data also proven that our pattern of interaction changed
by digital extortion.
Based on the findings, the writer can explain the sentences that contained in Datum
33. Another evidence that social activities and pattern of interaction are change is the data
found in the novel explained that there were over three thousand ISDN connections tying

into the NSA databank from all over the world. Every day military commanders accessed
up-to-the-instant satellite photos of enemy movement. Lockheed engineers downloaded
compartmentalized blueprints of new weaponry. Field operatives accessed mission updates.
The NSA databank was the backbone of thousands of U.S. government operations.
It seen in Datum 34 and Datum 35, the data show that there were men appeared to be
inside a van of some sort. Electronic cabling hung all around them. The audio connection
crackled to life. Suddenly there was background noise. This data found that another
evidence our interaction are change is because we can interact with another people by using
audio connection. We do not need to meet them by face to face again even we life far away.
But, the effect is we do not each other.
e. Pressure and competition are increased

The writer explained the sentences and utterances of change of mindset that found in
the novel, as following:
Based on the findings, the writer can explain the utterances that contained in Datum
36. Founded by President Truman at 12:01 a.m. on November 4, 1952, the NSA had been
the most clandestine intelligence agency in the world for almost fifty years. It was home to
the best cryptographic minds on the planet. The NSA watched carefully, selected their
targets, and then simply stepped in and doubled the best standing offer. What the NSA
wanted, the NSA bought. The data explained that NSA willing to get highest salary because
the NSA thought that the world is field of competition.
In Datum 37 proves that TRANSLTR is the world’s first universal code-breaking
machine. This multibillion-dollar masterpiece would use the power of parallel processing as
well as some highly classified advances in clear text assessment to guess pass-keys and
break codes. It would derive its power not only from its staggering number of processors but
also from new advances in quantum computing—an emerging technology that allowed
information to be stored as quantum-mechanical states rather than solely as binary data. In

this data, the writer explained that TRANSLTR is created for the pressure and competition
in breaking universal code that found in digital media interaction.
In Datum 38 and Datum 39 explains that Ensei Tankado wrote a program that creates
unbreakable codes that called Digital Fortress. It is the ultimate counterintelligence weapon.
If this program hits the market, every third grader with a modem will be able to send codes
the NSA cannot break. The NSA intelligence will be shot. Actually, the copy he posted is
encrypted. People can download it, but nobody can open it. It’s ingenious, really. The
source code for Digital Fortress has been encrypted, locked shut. Everybody can have a
copy, but nobody can open it. The data explained that between the NSA and Ensei Tankado
is they were in a pressure and Tankado created digital fortress for win the competition in
defend the right privacy.
The last finding in Datum 40 shows Digital Fortress is an unbreakable code. Ensei
Tankado as the creator of the program promotes the pass-key in internet and sells it. The
pass-keys is as good as promised, they would unlock the most sought-after product of the
computer age—a totally invulnerable digital encryption algorithm. Everyone could embed
the algorithm in tamper-proof, spray-sealed VSLI chips and mass market them to world
computer manufacturers, governments, industries, and perhaps, even the darker markets.
The black market of world terrorists. The data explained that the increased of pressure and
competition is make the negative effect in digital culture.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
This chapter delivers conclusion and suggestion. After finding the social emotional
components and the negative effect of digital culture by using Gere’s theory which is found
in “Digital Fortress” novel by Dan Brown, the writer provides some conclusions and
suggestions to the readers.
A. Conclusions
These are the conclusions from the result of the research, as follow:

In Dan Brown’s “Digital Fortress” novel, the writer found some of social emotional
component and negative effect of digital culture which implicitly tried to be delivered by the
author in storyline. There are two of social emotional components and five negative effects
of digital culture that are occurred in the novel, they are:
1. Social emotional component
a. The protection of personal security and privacy is the person’s right to assertive in
demanding that personal information must be protected and given greater control over the
collection and use of such information. From the novel, the author showed a lot of
sentences and utterances which indicate that everyone has a right to keep secrets. Means
that, it is important to protect the personal security and privacy.
b. Recognizing the threat and how to face it is awareness in maximizing potential in
recognizing the nascent signs of the threat and digital radicalization and using the
quickness in facing it. From the research, the writer found that there are many threats that
come to NSA but they always have a great idea in facing it.

2. The negative effects
a. Deviation in using digital media is mishandling the digital media. From the research, the
writer found that the more sophisticated digital is the more chance for people to mishandle
it.
b. It consumes people live
People are now undergoing changes in all aspects of life. Some parts of the novel showed
that the digital media makes everyday lives are becoming consumption.
c. Changing of mindset is when the time makes the mindset be changed. Some parts of the
novel showed that the ambition of making the digital technology being more sophisticated
makes the mindset of a commander of the NSA Trevor Strathmore be changed.
d. Patterns of interaction and social activity between people are change. The presence of
digital technology described in the novel that almost interaction between people in the
NSA is using digital media and exactly it makes the activities change. In the novel
showed that the cryptographer of the NSA and the Director of the NSA do not know each
other when they meet in one room even they work in same place.
e. Pressure and competition are increased. Competition and pressure on various aspects of
life as a consequence of globalization and the impact of the increased knowledge is direct
impact of information and communication technology. Some parts of the novel described
that competition and pressure in digital technology are very increased and it makes people
caught in a virtual intelligence blackout.

Overall, Dan Brown in “Digital Fortress” wants to make the readers realize how
the digital culture products have contaminated our life and implicitly have formed ourselves
and perspective in looking at the world around us.
B. Suggestions

In the field of literary research, many related theories are available. They vary as
literature is interdisciplinary. For example, literature is heavily related to sociology that talks

about culture. Through “Digital Culture”, the writer suggests that potential researches under
sociology of literature approach are highly possible.
For the next researchers, the writer suggests them to learn more about digital culture in
order to do more specific research about the digital culture.
For the readers, the writer suggests them to find and to know more about the digital
culture because it has been a part of our life; moreover it has shaped our lifestyle and life’s
perspective in the society.
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